
Schedule a Showing

join us.

Tour today at 2:30pm

accept

reject

accept
2:30pm

Today’s customers increasingly expect immediate
gratification. With an “app” for nearly everything.

The rental property market is not
immune from this expectation.
When a potential tenant wants
to view a property, they expect
to see it… well, immediately. In
order to meet this expectation,
we have teamed up with
Showdigs — a company that
utilizes licensed real estate
brokers to show properties on
demand. Yes — there's an app
for that! Prospects can see your
property at any time during the
day, any day of the week. 

With near 100% calendar availability,
this ensures we are not missing any
prospects, or opportunities for
prospects, to tour your property at
their convenience. 

Showdigs contracts and trains local
real estate agents, ensuring that your
property will always be shown by a
professional with one-on- one
appointments. Inquiries are pre-
screened with our rental criteria
before being imported to Showdigs for
prompt scheduling. After showings,
Showdigs collects and tracks data on
all properties shown and provides us
with detailed customer feedback.

Meet Leah.

Leah uses Showdigs to handle
her vacancies.

PROPERTY MANAGER

Timothy requests a showing
through a Showdigs link.

Meet Timothy.
PROSPECTIVE RENTER

Meet Julia.

Julia gets an alert from the
Showdigs app that lets her know
a prospect is requesting a
showing nearby. Within the hour,
the showing is complete and the
prospect is impressed.

REAL ESTATE AGENT

How it works:

We rent faster with the help of
local licensed real estate brokers.



Our property management professionals stay in constant communication with our
Showdigs representatives and will get to know your potential tenants well before a
lease is signed. We’re proud to be in the vanguard of rental property management,
and this new service is an exciting new addition to our services. Now when someone
asks about showings, we can say “There’s an app for that!”

With the Showdigs showing
service, prospects can see vacant
properties at any time, any day of
the week. 

NOTE: When a property is
occupied, an appointment is
made with the tenants to comply
with our Landlord/Tenant Laws.

Unlimited availability 

The Showdigs service enables
prospects to inquire about a
property and tour that same
property with less than an hour’s
notice (*for vacant properties
only).

On-demand in the
convenience era 

Showdigs brokers provide
detailed feedback about the
property, the tour, and the
prospect’s thoughts, providing
insights into what might need to
change in order to rent the
property as quickly as possible.

Unbiased third-party
feedback 

Showdigs assigns brokers local to
the listed property. The Showdigs
broker can communicate all of
the benefits of the neighborhood
or building.

Local expertise 

For more information, go to showdigs.com

In the interest of meeting today’s demands, Showdigs
fills a need for on-demand showings, which helps to
find you a qualified tenant as quickly as possible. 

Features:

Showdigs also trains brokers to
perform property walkthroughs
every 6-12 months and complete
a "condition report." This PDF
(complete with photos and notes)
is delivered straight to your inbox
so you'll always have eyes on your
investment.

Total investment
visibility

The Showdigs platform works day
and night, ensuring all prospects
are responded to immediately
after they inquire. The platform
also follows up with prospects to
keep them tracking towards an
application.

Immediate response
and persistence 


